
Over 2/3 of minority athletes interested but not active in endurance sports said that 
seeing others like them participate would make them much more likely to get involved.

DISABLEDLGBTQ+ PEOPLE OF COLORBLACK

Gatorade Endurance released results from a survey* designed to uncover the barriers minority athletes 
(specifically People of Color, Black, LGBTQ+ and Disabled) face when considering participation in endurance 
sports, and how to overcome these barriers.
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The following breaks down the barriers for the four minority groups who are interested in but do not participate in endurance sports.

‘Safety concerns’ is the primary barrier for minority entry into endurance sports.

“*TRUE Global Intelligence, the in-house research practice of FleishmanHillard, fielded an online survey among 1,507 adults ages 18-40 in the US, from April 10-23, 2021. Respondents included 
Black, People of Color, Disabled and LGBTQ+ who currently participate in endurance sports or have an interest, but do not currently 

WHY JOIN ENDURANCE SPORTS?

*Data is for all minority groups who 
participate in endurance sports

84% said how it can improve my mental health

82% said because of encouragement from others 

81% said knowing the long-term health benefits

77% said by seeing others like them participate

76% said community acceptance to compete

Some would assume that the barriers differ between those who participate already versus those who have not, 
but safety concerns remain one of the top for both  – with risk of getting injured (44%) and hate crimes (42%) 

being the two leading contributors of safety concerns even for those that do participate in endurance sports.

Interestingly, participating respondents indicated that support from family and friends were key to pushing them to 
participate, not specific safety interventions. In fact, 65% indicated family support and 56% agreed friend support 
as helping them overcome the challenges a�ecting their participation in endurance sports.

In the Gatorade Endurance survey, we learned that several mental and 
physical benefits influenced those that do participate endurance sports 
to get involved in the first place.



Beyond identifying barriers, the survey explored what would make those who do 
not participate in endurance sports more open and likely to begin participating, as 
well as what helped minority athletes who are participating overcome their 
barriers.

For current non-participants, more than two-thirds (69%) said seeing others like 
them participate would make them much more likely to get involved. Other 
potential participation motivators included family (30%), friend (30%) or 
community support (26%) and improved mental (31%) and overall health (33%).

We worked with experts to create specific tips to breaking the top endurance 
sports barriers and here are their suggestions:

SAFETY CONCERNS

TIME

FAMILY OBLIGATIONS

• Use an app that shares your location with loved ones while training
• Tell/text partner/trusted person where you’ll be running, and when you expect to be back
• When possible, grab a buddy to train with you (e.g. join communities to find friends) 
• Familiarize yourself with the area beforehand (find landmarks and ensure people are around)
• Consider running at a location and/or time of day when there be more foot tra�c
• Pack a safety kit for training (alarm, pepper spray, bandaids, etc.) 

• Join a babysitting group to help free up some time
• Make training part of your commute - don’t take the train - run or bike to the o�ce
• Meal planning on the weekends for the week, to cut down on cooking time
• Smart Scheduling - plan your runs as if they are a meeting you are unable to miss 
• Lay out your clothes the night before to ensure you’re all set up and there is no pre-work 
  going into the workout

• Have your family members and/or kids participate with you!
 • Push your toddlers in the stroller or carry them on the bike
 • Get the next generation started early and have them actually participate
• Set up babysitting rotation with family members
• Communicate the importance/benefits of endurance sports with your family so they 
  understand why you participate


